CITY OF XENIA, OHIO

2015 STATE OF THE CITY
In the City of Xenia, another year comes to a close and as is our tradition, we reflect on recent
accomplishments and focus our sights on new challenges that lay ahead. Indeed the City of Hospitality
is opening its doors to exciting new opportunities even as we must position our community to ensure
stable financial footing in an ever-evolving climate of uncertainty. It has been a busy 2015 for Xenia,
highlighted by many new projects and events that were coupled with the return of familiar favorites—all
of which reinforced the pleasant state of our City.
This State of the City report is intended to update community leaders and citizens alike on what has
been achieved in 2015 as well as what we are poised to face in the near future. As we evaluate our
standing, let us start by recognizing an important fact: Xenia is a great place to call home and we will
continue to advance as a community of choice in our region.
This report will focus on three, broad areas of importance, providing details on key achievements from
the past year and perspective on new challenges in the one to come. These categories include: Financial
Management, Infrastructure and Capital Projects, and Quality of Life Services.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Good stewardship of taxpayer resources is perhaps the most important responsibility that municipal
leaders have. It has been our continuing mission to utilize our citizen’s dollars wisely and efficiently…
our staff is committed to it, our City Council demands it, and our taxpayers deserve it.
Over the past year, City staff has continued pursuing efforts to improve our operational efficiency while
being sensitive to ensuring quality services. We have explored service partnerships and consolidation
where it makes sense, and in other cases modified our approach to daily tasks to maximize our
productivity. City staff has also taken a very aggressive approach to creating an environment where
businesses can prosper and the job market can thrive. Later in this report our efforts for economic
development will be presented in more detail but these activities are mentioned here because the need to
expand our tax base and grow resources has never been greater.
As we evaluate the City’s financial state it is important to remember that many factors impact the
relative health of our finances. It is essential to consider our many sources of revenues and what
developments we see on this side of the ledger, as well as taking into consideration expense trends, the
specifics of how our resources are being disbursed. One must also bear in mind that the City follows a
rigid fund accounting system which requires that certain funding sources be used only for specified
activities, (e.g. water fund revenue can only be used for water system-related expenses). The following
section provides some
recent graphical and
statistic information
on revenues.
Income taxes
represent the largest
revenue source for the
City’s key operations,
which includes police
and fire, municipal
court, streets, parks,
and all of the
administrative
services among other
operations. Property
taxes and state shared
revenues (Local
Government Funds) represent smaller revenue contributions but are still significant nonetheless.
Revenues are rounded out with additional minor sources that include charges for services, fines, grants,
and miscellaneous sources.
As depicted below, our income tax revenue generation has seen minor growth. While this is positive,
the marginal nature of this growth has been insufficient to meet increasing need for tax base expansion
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given reductions in other funding sources. At the direction of City Council, staff has made growth in
our tax base via job
retention and creation our
top economic priority.
The stagnation in income
tax growth runs counter to
other employment related
data the City monitors
which depicts a better
story. Year-to-date
unemployment figures,
total employed, etc.
generally project a positive
situation for workers in
Xenia. Nonetheless, these
data are not effectively
translating into the needed income tax base expansion required to meet estimated expenses in the
coming years.
Property tax presents the
City of Xenia with a
smaller, but important
revenue source. In
calendar year 2015, the
Greene County Auditor
conducted a property tax
revaluation. Traditionally,
Xenia property value
estimates—and
consequently property tax
calculations—will see a
2%-4% increase with a six
-year revaluation.
However, given the major
recessionary upheaval
among real estate markets, (and specifically with housing), county-wide property tax appraisals saw
reductions. Here in Xenia, existing property tax values fell by 4%. Trends in Xenia’s property tax
collections are provided above.
Another minor, though critical revenue source that supports core service delivery is state shared
revenues, and in particular the Local Government Fund (LGF). LGF revenues have been made available
by the State of Ohio for many, many decades and have become a critical revenue source that helps fill a
funding gap for most communities in Ohio. Leadership at the state level made a decision as part of the
2014 biennial state budget to make major reductions in LGF distributions to cities, counties, libraries,
park systems and other local service providers across Ohio. Reductions in contributions made by the
state equated to more than a 50% loss in LGF revenue for Xenia; the net impact here represents nearly
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one million dollars in lost
funding. The impact has
been devastating for cities
like ours. Indeed, the
budget deficits Xenia is
projecting in the next
several years are mostly
attributable to the loss of
LGF distributions
combined with the State’s
elimination of the estate
tax and personal tangible
property tax, (in addition
to changes in local income
tax collection
requirements and
limitations enacted by the state).
Xenia is not alone in facing serious troubles resulting from revenue reductions at the state level.
Throughout the Miami Valley region, a majority of communities are facing similar challenges. Across
Ohio there is a rapidly growing trend in which local governments are being forced to increase taxes or
cut services to offset reductions forced on them by state and federal budget policies.
Tax policies which have resulted in income tax cuts at the state and federal levels have had positive
immediate impacts on their budgets and have benefited citizens to some degree. Yet the longer-term
consequences of these cuts and the resultant funding reductions for critical local government services are
now being felt in painful ways. As state leaders have changed the long accepted rules which provided
for the funding of core community services, they are in effect forcing a shifting of taxation onto local
governments rather than simply orchestrating top-down cuts. The net effect is terribly negative for
Xenia’s budget and our ability to provide our residents with emergency medical, fire, and police services
much less quality of life services that make our community attractive to job creators.
Moving into 2016, City leadership will need to keep a close eye on developments related to both the new
state biennial budget and the persistently contentious federal budget discussions as these conversations
will have potentially significant implications for service and project funding for Xenia in the near future.
In the meantime, there are urgent financial issues to address locally. With state shared revenues having
seen such a dramatic reduction in Xenia, and with no immediate hope that these resources will be
restored, we face pressing funding concerns that must be addressed and will likely have serious
consequences on our operations.
As we monitor an uncertain future regarding the revenues that fund our operations and services, we must
be exceptionally vigilant in containing and reducing expenses. This becomes a difficult task as the City
has maintained an exceptional track record of cost containment over recent years. In fact, over a tenyear period the City has averaged about a 1.4% annual increase in spending among key operations.
(This includes all personnel expenses like insurance and wages as well.) This very controlled rate of
increase falls well below inflationary expectations; and it serves as evidence of the City’s commitment
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to prudent spending and good stewardship. Yet, as we have pointed out, even these very controlled
spending trends are not enough to stave off service cuts if our revenue situation is not improved.
To correct our current funding imbalance the revenue issue itself must be addressed. While staff and
City Council are committed to pro-growth policies and initiatives necessary to stabilize and expand the
tax base as a long-term funding solution, over the short-run additional property tax revenues will likely
be necessary to fill the gap. In early 2016, staff will present City Council with a list of options and a
recommended course of action to address projected financial issues.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS
While projected funding shortfalls presents a concerning situation for City leaders, there are also
important economic points to highlight and celebrate. The City’s overall financial strength was affirmed
earlier in 2015 when our bond rating was upgraded. This could save the City considerable cash on
projects that require financing in the future. We are also seeing growing momentum in the local housing
market as new housing starts are increasing significantly. In fact, the Sterling Green subdivision will
see several dozen new units come available in 2016 with the prospect of several hundred additional new
units breaking ground in the near future. The City has also seen a number of new businesses open shop
in 2015 and many of our existing firms sought to expand.
Business growth is in part reflected in another positive indicator, which is the overall unemployment
situation in Xenia. While there is evidence to suggest some degree of wage stagnation among our
employed citizens, clearly the overall number of employed Xenians is continuing to improve. This has
resulted in a steady and meaningful decline in our unemployment rate over the course of 2015.
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THE FIX—IMPLEMENTING SOUND ECONOMIC STRATEGIES
To stabilize the City’s finances over the long haul, consistent growth in the tax base is the key, and in
particular Xenia needs meaningful and reliable growth in taxable income. This starts with our citizens
having opportunities for well-paying jobs. As we know, local government does not create jobs;
however, if practiced poorly, local government can certainly prevent jobs from being created. So
clearly, City leadership plays a pivotal role creating an environment that encourages business growth
and job creation. Maintaining a mindfulness of this fact is very important to all of us entrusted with
Xenia’s governance.
Our goal over the past year and moving forward is very simply this: in Xenia we want to be proopportunity. We want to be seen as a community of choice where citizens enjoy safety and exercise
their opportunities for activities, recreation, education, and culture, as well as opportunities for work.
We believe achieving these realities will open even more opportunities for employment and investment
in our community.
To this end, City leaders have been crafting and implementing economic development strategies that
reinforce these themes. Our efforts are aimed at creating an environment that minimizes business
obstacles and maximizes economic results. We seek to create a culture that is positive and proactive.
We are applying an approach that is solution-oriented and focused on good customer service. Though
we will always have more work to do, we believe that advancements made over the past year speak to
initial success in our pursuit.
ED 360
ED 360 is the City’s overarching economic development strategy. This set of initiatives was rolled out
in 2015, and activities and programs related to ED 360 have made for a very busy year for City staff.
Building on our initial success, in 2016 we will be rolling out an even more aggressive expansion of ED
360 initiatives. These are described below along with highlights of program successes from the past
year.
City staff will be leading an assertive campaign to advance marketing, branding, and image
enhancement efforts. City staff has developed and will begin implementing a Marketing and
Communications Plan that seeks to bring broader and more positive exposure to external audiences
beyond our community. Locally, the plan calls for more creative and sustained efforts to connect
Xenians with information about our community, City governance, and all of the great things happening
here in our hometown. We will be introducing Xplore Xenia TV on our local government channel
(channel 5) that will highlight local citizens, businesses, and organizations and the wonderful things they
are contributing in Xenia. It’ll be a great way for our residents to tell their stories of Xenia in their own
words.
In December, the City will launch a new and totally updated web portal. (A sneak peek is included
below.) Our on-line services have been revamped and expanded to provide better digital service
options. Our website is perhaps the most important marketing and outreach tool at our disposal, and so
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our new web portal has been
designed with image in
mind. Connecting a
diversity of audiences with
up-to-date information
about our community has
been a specific focus. The
goal here is to provide a
better picture of the
potential opportunities that
exist here in Xenia.
In concert with the web
portal launch, the City will
also be updating some of
our brand components.
While we are maintaining
the core logo elements, we will be adding some new graphic dimensions and refocusing our tagline to
simply encourage our audiences to EXPLORE XENIA. Look for these new features as we transition into
2016.
The central objective in making our image more attractive is leveraging this perception to attract
meaningful new commercial interests to our City. In 2016 our ED 360 efforts will also focus in on
developing more targeted retail and industrial recruitment efforts. From a retail perspective, we will be
seeking to address core business deficiencies that include access to good quality hospitality services.
Equally important, retail leakage from Xenia is significant for food service and apparel shopping, (we’ve
heard this loud and clear from our constituents), and so we’ll be courting new retail service providers in
these areas as well.
We will place an urgent importance on industrial recruitment as we move into the New Year. Positive
advancements were made in 2015 as City staff partnered with the Greene County Commission, Greene
County Development Department, and local property owners to seek out designation through DP&L’s
new Certified Site Program. As a result of our partnerships, three of the 10 certified industrial site
designations in the DP&L service area are here in Xenia. This identifies for the industrial community
that Xenia is development-ready and full of opportunity.
Working proactively in 2016, we will also look to formalize industrial recruitment strategies currently in
use into a more formal plan. Key components of our overall strategy will continue to include potential
industrial users for our abundant water resources, the agriculture sector (and Central State University’s
Land Grant Institution designation), UAV development and engineering, (and specifically UAV use in
agriculture), Wright-Patterson AFB supply chain and intellectual resources, and expansion and
clustering of existing industrial enterprises in Xenia.
Xenia seeks new private investment opportunities in whatever capacity they present themselves. Yet
sometimes the private market needs a boost. Our ED 360 programming seeks to fill voids and connect
dots to make new opportunities happen. In 2015 we expanded upon existing development programming
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like DAP and DCAP and launched new efforts including the Open X program and creation of the
Community Reinvestment Area #2. Xenia also conducted a local job fair in partnership with Ohio
Means Jobs—Greene County and the Xenia Chamber of Commerce. The job fair was a resounding
success, and we plan to grow the event in 2016.
While City staff has made efforts to expand our development programming we have also endeavored to
expand our understanding of the needs and challenges local businesses face. We do this in order to be
able to work to adjust local conditions to make Xenia more competitive and reduce barriers to business.
In early fall of 2015, we held our first ever Business Walk. City staff members were joined by
workforce and business development professionals from around the region to visit downtown
businesses, conducting personal interviews with local proprietors. Information gathered from our visits
was used to attend to immediate issues cited by business owners and also to help City staff target ways
to tackle larger problems faced by our broader business community.
In addition to expanding our outreach with downtown businesses, we have also continued our efforts to
advance revitalization of our City’s core. Significant energy has gone into redevelopment of the Xenia
Towne Square as City Council authorized purchase of the former Kmart retail store. Demolition of the
former Kmart will hopefully commence over the winter, opening the way for construction of new retail
and mixed use commercial facilities and reintroduction of dedicated streets through a portion of Towne
Square.
Similarly, City staff continues to place a high value on the potential prospects associated with
rehabilitation of the historic Eavey Building and the Carnegie Library. Through grant funding secured
by City staff, Phase I and Phase II environmental assessments of the Eavey Building have been
undertaken in 2015. These are essential first steps in the process of seeking rehabilitation and reuse of
such historic structures. Likewise, City staff is partnering with committed community members to
pursue rehabilitation and reuse options for the Carnegie Library. Funding is being lined up to complete
a Historic Structure Analysis and Master Plan for the iconic library building. These specific downtown
revitalization activities are being paired with broader initiatives seeking to encourage and incentivize
housing in the downtown as well as general rehabilitation of historic structures within our newly
designated historic district.
We are excited that 2015 also saw our downtown host bigger-and-better-than-ever First Friday events
through the summertime months. These events continued to draw larger crowds including increasing
numbers of visitors to our community. Such efforts combined with programs like Adopt-a-Spot and the
Banner program help showcase our community pride and make Xenia attractive for all to enjoy.
One final priority area initiated in 2015 that will reach a climax in the coming year is our zoning code
rewrite initiative, also called Shape Xenia. As we have documented in this report, City leaders feel that
a significant way to encourage growth and expansion among the business community is by reducing the
regulatory burden placed on it. Simplifying exhaustive code sections and improving administrative
discretion are key elements. Equally important the code rewrite seeks to increase building standards
while also making it easier to comply with requirements. This community-intensive activity has been a
year-long endeavor and a final product will return to City Council in the first quarter of 2016 for
approval.
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND CAPITAL PROJECTS
Fiscal year 2015 was a busy year for capital development in Xenia. Approval of the income tax increase
in 2010 has proved a critical benefit to Xenia by providing essential funding for general capital needs
such as streets, parks, and facilities. Here we will highlight some of the major projects initiated in 2015.
STREETS
City Council once again fulfilled its commitment to street rehabilitation by committing more than a half
a million dollars to street repaving and replacement across Xenia in 2015. Efforts were again taken to
ensure street improvements were made in all sections of the City. Listed below are streets rehabbed
during the past year. (For a complete listing of rehabbed streets since 2010, see the map at the end of
this report.)


Buckskin Trl. (Rockwell Dr. to Cul-de-sac)



Collier St. (E. Market St. to E. Main St.)



Peacepipe Trl. (Buckskin Trl. to Bellbrook Ave.)



N. Monroe St. (E. Church St. to E. Main St.)



E. Ankeney Mill Rd. (Sutton Dr. to Morningside
Dr.)



S. Monroe St. (E. Second St. to E. Third St.)





Salem Ln. (Bedford Ave. to Amsterdam Dr.)

N. Monroe St. (Frederick Dr. to Office Park Dr.)





Roxbury Dr. (Drummond Dr. to Crase Dr.)

Sheelin Dr. (Reid Ave. to Dayton Ave.)





Drummond Dr. (Wimbledon St. to Westbury Ct.)

Ackerman Pl. (Omard Dr. to Parnell Dr.)





Arrowhead Trl. (Bellbrook Ave. to Pawnee Dr.)

Poe Ln. (Dayton Ave. to Reid Ave.)

PARKS
The Play Xenia initiative in 2014 opened a dialogue with Xenians to help steer park redevelopment
ideas. These efforts led to definitive planning for park redevelopment and amenity expansion over the
past year. The result was a focusing of attention for improvements at three local parks: Xenia Station,
Sol Arnovitz, and Sterling Green.
Currently Xenia Station is a
relatively under-used community
park. The City hopes to change this
through construction of a new
children’s play area next to the
existing caboose and picnic shelter.
The expanded amenities will
include installation of a new
railroad-themed dry playground as
well as a bicycle-themed splash
pad. An improvement overview
and depiction of the new splash pad
are provided at right and below
respectively.
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Sol Arnovitz Park will also see a significant transformation. Currently serving primarily as a nature
preserve, the park has historically been under-utilized. Investments in Sol Arnovitz will encourage
expanded park use by increasing accessibility and providing new amenities. These will include
installation of a disc golf course, walking trails, bridges over the creek, hilltop plaza/sledding hill
overlook improvements, fencing, and improved accessibility to the bike trail. An overview of these
improvements is included below.
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Sterling Green Park will also benefit from new amenities in 2016. These new additions include
installation of a basketball court and nature trails, construction of a new picnic pavilion, and
improvements to parking at the site.
FACILITIES
In 2015 and after several years of evaluation and discussion, construction began on the City’s new
administration facility and rehab of the current City Hall building. The new city building will house all
administrative offices currently operating in City Hall and will also consolidate the Planning
Department and Development Department. Improving customer convenience has been a specific
priority in designing the building as well as ensuring adequate capacity for the future. The current City
Hall building will serve as a justice center and rehab of this facility will facilitate this. The cramped
conditions of the Police Division in basement of City Hall will be relieved by expanding onto the first
floor of the facility. This space will also be shared with the Probation Department which will be
consolidating from a separate rented facility downtown. The projects are slated for completion by early
2017.

In addition to the projects highlighted herein, numerous other improvement projects have been
undertaken in 2015. These include various projects to stabilize and upgrade the City’s water and sewer
systems, expansion of our fiber optic communications network, continuation of the catch basin
replacement program, fleet replacements, and numerous other minor projects.
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QUALITY OF LIFE SERVICES
Xenia continues to offer an array of services that benefit quality of life in our community. City leaders
have made it a priority to expand offerings of these services wherever possible. For the most part these
efforts have been accomplished without significant increases in operating costs in 2015. Leaders remain
committed to providing quality programming and services as these functions improve our marketability
and better position our community for growth and new investments.
PUBLIC SAFETY SERVICES
Among key quality of life factors in Xenia, public safety services remain a priority. Yet these services
continue to be challenged in our community by shrinking resource availability combined with increasing
demand. As a community we can be very proud of the high level of services provided by our Fire and
Police Divisions. They can be counted on for their reliability and professionalism. Yet, our community
may face difficult decisions with regard to our ability to maintain the level of services currently being
provided in light of the aforementioned funding reductions we are experiencing.
This is a troubling scenario as
services continue to see increasing
demand. Fire/rescue call volume
has seen year-over-year increases
pushing current staffing to its limits
on many occasions. The table above
right presents the five-year trend in
Fire Division call volume.

*2015 Projected
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Police Division statistics present a mixed bag in terms of responses to service demands. Overall crime
statistics show total numbers of incidents declining, but certain categories present increases. Statistics
presented below show trends through 2014, the most recent statistics available.
In 2016, City staff will
complete a
supplemental, two-year
update to our Public
Safety Study (first
completed in 2012).
The update will evaluate
trends in service
demands, projected
implications if funding
deficits result in
necessary cuts to
staffing, and ideas and
options for service
delivery adjustments to
improve efficiency of
services. This study should be completed by mid-summer 2016.

PARTNERSHIPS FOR COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING
Xenia should be very proud of its community partnerships that have resulted in amazing quality of life
programming and events in 2015. The City of Xenia, Xenia Rotary, and various funding partners came
together in July to present a fireworks show that no one will soon forget. The Sonnycab Memorial
Fireworks Festival was a categorical community success and on its way to becoming a wonderful
community tradition.
In 2015, the City also hosted a cycling criterium event, the first ever Tour of Xenia. This event is sure to
grow in 2016 drawing competitive cyclists from across Ohio to our community for a day of racing.
Again, community partnerships and sponsorships made this event possible. City staff is actively
exploring how this event might evolve into part of a larger trail-themed festival. Exploration of this will
continue in 2016.
Other community programming saw growth and success in 2015 as well. Hometown Christmas and
First Fridays grew and provided seasonal family fun for all. The Community Festival hosted by the
Xenia Chamber of Commerce was well attended. Finally, City staff launched a new community
outreach program called Neighborhood Night Out. This initiative brings City staff and services to local
parks to interact with neighborhood residents. The effort was designed to improve awareness of services
and relations between City staff and local citizens. The program has been well received and will be
continued in 2016.
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CLOSING
If there is one term to use to sum up 2015 for the City of Xenia, the word is busy. As a City staff and as
a community we had a very active year with meaningful progress across a number of fronts. From the
return of fireworks to new turf at our
high school football field, the Xenia
community took positive steps
forward. There is much to be proud
of given all that we have
accomplished and overcome in the
past year. Yet, there are many miles
on this path yet to be traveled, and
together we will pick up in 2016
right where we leave off in 2015.
There is no doubt that the coming
year will present real and significant
challenges for our community,
financially and likely otherwise.
Nevertheless, Xenia has faced greater challenges and overcome them. As we peer into this uncertain
future, there is also much to be excited about locally. There is real potential for strong new business and
job creation prospects in our City. Several major commercial and recreational projects are on the horizon
that will substantially benefit Xenia and its people… it’s just a little too early to discuss these
possibilities in detail here.
Indeed, opportunities are abound in Xenia.
Brent W Merriman, City Manager
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